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TORSI CN OF PLATE GIRDERS#
By
F. K. Chang* and Bruce G. Johnston"'*
SYNOPSIS
This is to report##on the analytical and experimental analysis
of the stress distribution, stiffness, and strength of bolted riveted~
and welded plate girders under uniform tWisting moment. Seventy-two
tests were made on fifteen different test specimens.
Formulas are proposed for calculating rivet or bolt pitch and
size of welds for the bolted, riveted, and welded plate girders. or,
when rivet pitch or weld size are given, the torsional stiffness and
strength can be predicted•
Eleven of the specimens were finally tested into the plastic
range. Except for initial pilot tests of small specimens, all tests
were made on the 2,000,000 in-lb. torsion testing machine(l) especial-
ly built for this program of research. Tests included variable number
of cover plates, variable rivet pitch, with or without stiffeners,
variable tension in bolts, and a variety of girder croBs-section sizes
up to four feet in depth.
# Presented at the January 1950 Meeting of the A.S.C.E.
* Formerly Research Assistant, Department of Civil Engineering and
Mechanics, Lehigh University. Now with ,the Pennsylvania State De-
partment of Highways, Harrisburg, Penna. '
.,
** Professor of Structural Engineering, University of Michigan. form-
erly Director of Fritz Engineering Laboratory, Lehigh Univorsity~
## Based on Ph. D. dissertation by F. K. Chang - Reference 14.
1) Numbors refer to list of reforences at end of roport •
•.'
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INTRODUCTION
It should be recognized at the outsot that the problem of torsion
in the caso of an "open fl soction, such as the I-beam, if it oxists
at all, is usually a secondary matter, the primary problem being the
bending for Which this type section is especially effective. If to:t-
sional loads are of promary concern, a I1closed" box or tube section
is recommended.
A knowledgo of the torsional behavior of built-up I-section
girders is, especially neoded in considoring problems involVing lateral
buckling, as corroborated by recent investigators in this field •
do Vries(7), p. 1250, statos, flTorsion formulas for plate girders do
not seom to be availablo ••• ". vVinter( 8), P. 1341, in a similar
paper commonts, "'rho amount of experimontal evidence on the torsional
bohavior of buil t-up mombors cannot yot be regarded as sufficiont."
'Iho general mathematical troatmen t of tho torsion problem was
first made by Sain~Vonant(2)in1855. He also presented particular
solutions for constant tWisting moment applied to shafts of various
cross-sections. His solution for the rectangle is diroctly'applicable
to tho plate girdor, which consists principally of an, assemblago of
narrow rectangles •
Space will not permit a review of general torsion theory and
tho reader may reviow this subject in reforencos 2 or 5. In tho case
'.
•
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of a straight shaft of uniform, circular~ cross-section. the re-
lationship between torsional moment (M) and angle of twist per unit
length (8) is given by:
M=JGe
G is the shearing modulus of rigidity and J is the polar moment of
inertia. In the case of the circular section, plane cross-sections
before twist remain plane after twist and the resultant shear stress
at any point is proportional to the distance from the central axis
of the shaft. Neither of these assumptions hold for the non-circular
sections, but the relationship given by Eq. (1) may be ~odifiedto
M==KOO
\7here "K" is simply defined as a "torsion constant,,(3) determined
by the shape and dimensions of the cross-section. Timoshenko(5,6),
uses the notation C == KG, C boing termed the "torsional rigidi t yll
of the particular section.
In the case of the narrow rectangle having a width "w" more than
three times the thickness "t", the solution by Saint-Veno.nt reduces
to:
In the case of the circular shaft the resultant sh~r stress is given
by:
",
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whoro r is the radial distance from tho central axis of the shaft.
In the caso of a rectangular plate, except noor tho na.rrow edges,
the resultant shear stress in the cross-section will be parallel in
di rection to the wide side and will be proportional in magnitude to
the normal distance from the middle plane. Away from the narrow edges J
at tho surface of tho broad sides, tho maximum shear stress in tho
narrow roc~angle is closely approxirrk~tod by the following formula:
~ = Mt
\ max K ( 5)
The maximum shear shoss parallel wi th tho narrow surface at
tho ends of the section is always less in magnitude than the maximum
stress in the broad sides, hence Eq. 3 gives the maximum stress in
the section(2). When w is more than four times t, as in the case of
most components of structural sections, tho orror in Eq. 3 is negligible
and approaches zero as w gets very large in comparison with "til.
Since the early work of Saint-Venant, there have been many in-
vestigations of torsion problems, few of which are on the subject
of built-up gI. rders, the primary concern of this report.
The torsion of rolled structural "I-beam and wide flange sections
had been the subject of an earlier invostigation(3) at Lehigh university.·
Formulas were devoloped for evaluating the torsional constant, K, for
rolled sections, but the application of these formulas to built-up
members, suCh as riveted, bolted, or welded plate girders was open to
question. The various compononts of a built-up membor may act ~ogothor
as an equivalent solid section or, if not joined, may act separately.
Tho torsional stiffnossos evaluated for thoso extreme assumptions will
.'
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be very different. In somo practical oasos, the equivalont solid
soctien torsion constant, X, (tho measuro of torsional stiffnoss)
is as much as fiftoen times as largo as the IIKII for separateactien.
In order to determine IIKII for built-up sections, an extensive ex-
perimontal investigation was considered necessary. In another Lehigh
University investigation I. Madson(4) had made a preliminary study
showing that the torsional constants of small models of rivetod and
weldod buil t-up I-boams wore somewhat loss than that of the oquiva:l.on t
solid secti on.
Because small size specimens with cold driven rivets were used
in W~dsonls test~ it was suggested in this invostigation to tost largor
girders and to make an extensive study considering various factors
which affect the torsional behavior of built-up members, such as
pitch of rivets and bolts, size of weld, tension in bolts, stiffeners,
etc.
BUILT_UP PLATES
The rectangular section of built-up plates will be treated
initially because they are the basic component of the built-up plate
girdert!
If a stack of "n'T plates, each of equal thickness II til , are bolted
or riveted together and transmit a torsional moment, the limits of
behavior, will be that of a solid piece wi th the thickness lint" as one
extreme and that of n plates twisted separately as the other. The
torsional constant of a plate varies as the cube of its thickness;
buil t-up plates wi th equivalent saUd section behavior therefore 411'6 'llu"~h
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stronger and stiffer than built-up plates \uth sepa~te action, as
ind1cated in Table I.
TABLE I
Number of Plates
n
Batio of Msolld to Msep•
for samer~.
n
Ratio of Msol1d to ~s~pJ
I
for same :&-e of twist{
"
For example: A etack of 4 plates, riveted together. will twist
16 times more and be stressed four times more if
its plates act separately than if it behaves
as all equivalent solid section. In actual cases.
the built-up plates behave somewhere between these
two extremes depending princi~lly on the pitch.
tightness~and location of gauge lines of bolts or
rivets. This intermediate behavior will be termed
"integral behavior" in this report.
Slip Between Different Components:
If loosely bolted together. the different components of the
built-up plate slip longitudinally with respect 'to each other during
tWist. If this slip can be prevented. integral behavi or will be ob-
tained. The longitudinal slip between plates (assuming no intoraction)
may be considered as arising from two causes. (1) that due to the
longitudinal warping of each'individual cross-section. (indopondent
of the location of the center of twist) and (2) longitudinal displace.,
,t
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monts resulting from rigid body rotations. Those arodependent on
the location of the cantor of twist and an arbitrary location of
zero displacement. !the shearing stress distribution in the component
rectangular sections is independent of the ~econd type of displacement.
Longidutinal warping of the individual cross-section, (1 above)~
may be closely approximated for the narrow rectangular shapo of thick··
noss "t" and width "W ll (Sao Fig. l-a.), as follows. At section JitooX,
a short distance from tho narrow edge, the resultant shear will act
nearly parallel With the wide side and the component of shear stress
acting parallel to the plane x-x will be of negligible rnaani tude.
Hence, if unit length of section is twisted through angle Q, wi th cent~r
of twist at IIQII section x-x must rotate as a. rigid body through angle
ex, as shown in Fig. l-b. For small angles of tWist there will be
negligible longitudinal displacement of the middle plane of the rec-
tangle, except for regions· very near the narrow edges. Hence, from
Fig. l-b, there will be longi tudina! "warping" displa.cements of mag-
ni tude ~ at the surfa.ce of the wide face. Near the narrow edges
2
this simple relationship will no longer hold and a more rtgorous ap-
proa.dh is required for precise evaluation(2). Nevertheless, the warp-
ing displacement at the extreme corners will be closely approxima.ted
for the very narrow rectangle by letting x =~ and will therefore be
about ~.
'4
The longitudinal displacements when the center of twist is not
at the centroidal axis, but at any location "0 11 , as shown in Fig. 2,
is next considered. Assume that point lib" does not move iongitudinally
and let r be the distance from C) to any point "a" in the middle plane
'-.
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of the rectangle, the angle between r and ]; being denoted as ¢.
During twist e per unit length. any point "a " will be displaced trans-
versely a distance re to at and the component of this displacement
in the middlt> plane of the rectangle will be r9sin¢ • ye =a cons tan t.
Since there ,is zero shear stress in the middle plane of the rectangle
,( except near the narrow edges) cons tan t lateral di splacement ye can
take place in this plane only by rotation through angle yQ as shown
in Fig. 2-b. resulting in longitudinal displacements in the middle
plane of magni tude xye relative to lib" as shown in Fig. 2-b. The
total longitudinal displacemtn at any point will be the displacement
due to warping added to the displacement due to rotation of the middle
plane, In the CRse of two rectangular plates side by side as shown
in Fig. 3. Y =~ . hence, at the narrow edge, where x =~, the max-
imum longi. tudinal displacement of the middle plane xye • ewt and
, ' 4
the relative displacement of the two middle planes is ~. If the
, 2
relative displacement due to warping at point "c" of Fig. 3 is a.dded
to that just obtained for the middle planes the amount of total slip
between the two plates is determined, as follows =
Slip =§.E.1 (due to warping) .,. 8wt (due to rotation II'" ewt (6)
, 2 2 of middle plane)
This expression applies to any number of plates as long as they
are of the same thickness. If the plates are of different thickness,
lIt" in Eq. (6) should be the average thickness of the two adjacent
plates in ' question.
•-.
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Pitch of Rivets or Bel tato Develop Integral Action:
If it is possible to eliminate the relative slipping of several
plates whon bolted or rivetod together, the assemblage of plates
would then act integrally" The required shoaring forces transmi tted
by the interfaces between such plates would have to bo furnished in
largo part by friction developed as a result of tho clamping action
of the bolts or rivets.
A study of tho approximate stress distribution within a solid
rectangular section under torsion will permit the determination of
the pitch, bolt or rivet size, otc. roquirod to transmit the neces-
sary shear forces. Let Fig. 4-a reprosent an imaginary section normal
te tho axis of a rectangular bar of Width w and thicknoss t, trans-
mitting torsional moment M. Away from the narrow sides, as at section
a-a. the resultant shear stress is proportional to tho distance from
the middle plane. Let ~ represent the resultant shear force per
unit width of the shear stresses in one direction acting over one-half
thickness at soction a-a. 51 must diminish near the narrow edges
to zero but in a thin rectangular secti en it will be nearly cons tant
ever most of tho width. Near tho narrow edges, the shear stress
distribution is complex, but tho average resultant force per unit dis~
tanco parallol to the na~row side is represented in Fig. 4-a by 52
acting near the narrow si des.
From Fig. 4-a, it is obVious that:
(7)
•.'
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Now imagine the upper left comer of the section shown in Fig. 4-a
to be isolated by long1 tudinal sections along b-b and c-c, a.s shown
in Fig. 4-b. '.Along the section at e-c, from the equivalence of shear
stresses acting on planes that are 900 apart, longitudinal'shear
resul tants of IIl8Sli tude 61 per uni t length must act. In the isolated
corner secti on. eqUilibrium of forces in the lDngi tudinal directi on
requires that the shear stress resul taut along the middle plane section
through b-b must also have an intensity 61 per unit length.
One41alf of the resul tan t torsional couple is supplied by ~
forces. the other half by S2, as will be shown. In Fig. 4b, summing
moments about axis d-d:
From Fig. 4a, the torque supplied by 52 is seen to be a little less
than 2S2wt and that supplied by the distributed 51 forces is a little
25 wt . - a
less than ~ • Honce, introducing the relationship S2 =~l' it
-is seen that the torques supplied by 51 and S2 are at least a.pproximately
equal.
If the rcctlmgular section were split into two plates along its
middle plane. b-b of Fig. 4a, and the two portions bolted or riveted
together a.t the narrow edges wi th bolt pi too "p II , the di stributed
forces Sl in the middle plane section through b-b over distance p
(Fig. 4b) might be assumed to be replaced by concentrated rivet or bolt
shear R, or:
R=Sp1
•-11-
Substituting 51 from Eq. (7) into the foregoing and denoting the com-
binod thickness of the two plates by T~
R ='\m1P
4
(a)
A. given thicknesc. liT" and p1tch"p" determine a definite !latio between
.
~
riViet ,shear "RI! and maximum torsional shear stress "fm". Let "p/ .
be the rivet pitch that will produce rivet slip and shear yield, RI
and~y, respectively, at the same time. From Eq. at
- 4RI
Pr --ry T
(9a.)
If the pitch is greater than Pre rivet slip will occur before yielding
of the materalal: if the pitch is less than Pr' the nateria1 will yield
prior to rivet slip. The inttial linear relationship between torsion-
.'
al moment and angle of twi at per unit longth will be limi ted by which-
over occurs first, slip or yield. If the working allowable valuos of
rivet shear and shear stress imply identical factors of safety With
rospect to slip and yield, respectively, tho pitch to produce these
values simultanoously will be p as givon by Eq, 9a. .Al thou@. these
r
factors of safety usually are not tho.same, the accepted allowablo
rivet and shear stress values will be used in discussing tho design
of the specimens tosted in this invostigation. Tho rivet pitch for
balancod dosign in pure torsion will bo assumed as:
4R
_ w
Pr - 'T'wT (9b)
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where Rw is the allowable single shear value of the rivet. \w the
permissible shear stress for the material. To assure that the dis-
tributed shear force Sl' along the middle plane section through b-b
(Flg. 4b) within the rivet or bolt pitCh, P. Will be replaced by the
rivet or bolt shear. the effective rivet or bolt clamping distance
along the length of tho plate must be evaluated. In Ref. 5. p. 48.
the solution of the problem of a rectangular strip loaded on opposite
sides by two opposed forces in the same line and normal to the surface,
shows that the compression in tpe middle plane falls away rapidly
and changes to tension at a distance from the line of action of tho
forces slightly greater than half the plate thickness. The present
problem is somewhat different since it is three-dimensional instead
of two-dimensional and since no tension can be developod between tho
plates. However, it seems reasonable to assume that the effective
clamping distance per rivot is equal to tho sum of the diameter of
rivet (or bolt) head, ~, and the overall thickness of the assembly T.
Thereforo, the rivet or bolt pitch should not be larger than a critical
value A +T, or, denoting this critical pitch by pI,
pI III ~+ T
The effect of making p larger than pI will betroated in a later section!)
When there arc moro t~n two plates. Eq. 8 and 9 still apply,
as tho forcep~r unit length (S1) to bo trans~ittod between the two
plates nearest tho centor will still be given by Eq." (7) (if thoro arc
•-13-
an even number of plates) wi th the substitution of overall thickness
T in place of t. If there are an odd number of plates, the force
to be transmi tted will be somewhat less than Sl and the procedure will
err slightly on the conservative side.
Evaluation of the Torsion Oonstant:
In the case of several plates riveted or bolted together as shown
in Fig. Sa, it is obvious that the outer rows of rivets or bolts may
be too far from the edges of the plates to produce the necessary pres-
sure required to develop friction near the edges sufficient to replace
longitudinal Sl forces shown in Fig. 4b.
Mr. de Vries(?) assumed that the assemblag~ between the outer
rows of rivets or bolts acts as a solid section, and Qeyond the line
of the assumed solid section, only the contribution of the indiVidual
plates would be counted upon as shown in Fig. 5b. This assumption
seems very reasonable, simple, and on the conservative side. The
integral action torsion constant KI Can be obtained by ~odifying Eq. (3)
according to the foregoing assumptions. Using the notation in Fig. (6a)
and (6b) t the torsion constant for lin" plates of equal thickness is'
K
1
:: bi3 +n2ct3 _ O.21~
3 3
or, if the edge effect is neglected,
(llA)
(UE)
•..
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If the plates are not of equal thickness, the second term in
Eqs. llA and 11 B should be changed to ~ ~ t 3 •
en the basis of the aSS\1med stress distribution in Fig. 5b the
rivet pitch formula may be derived directly from the equilibrium of
moments acting on the half section of a combination of two bolted or
riveted plates of pitch length p, as shown in Fig. 5c. The resultant
shear stress on one plate over length b (refer to previous discussion
1';Tb
rogarding Fig. 4) will be~ , developing a couple about a normal
4 'T:<Tbp
to the plate interface equal to m • This couple is opposed by
4
the couple produced by rivet shear "R", wi th momon t arm "bll, Equating
the two couples:
_ 4R
p-~
m
which is identical with Eq, (9a) as previously derived.
vVhen more than two plates of equal thickness are bolted or riveted
together as in Fig. 6a or 6b, tho single shear force on the rivets
at the center plane of the combined unit will be the same as in the
case of two plates (provided tho. total number is oven) and Eq,(9) .
for rivet pitch will be unchanged. If there are an odd number of
plates of equal thickness. the interface between the central plate
and the adjacent plate will not be at the center of tho stack and Eq~ (9)
will be sl~ghtly too conservative - tho error being about 11% for the
case of 3 plates and 4% for 5 plates. In the interest of simplification
for actual design it seems desirable to neglect this discrepancy,
••
•
•
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If there are four rows of rivets, as shown in Fig... 6b, it might
be presumed that the two innor rows would not be as effective as the
outer rows. Possibly the rivet value of the inner rows should bo
discounted slightly, or solid section behavior assumed only to tho
mid-distance between the outer pairs of rows. Nevertheless, as will
be sh~vn later, tests are in good agreement with the assumption that
solid soction behavior is maintained between the outermost rows, tho
innermost rows being assumed oqually effective. lJhis procedure should
not be extended beyond the limits of tho present test program and should
be limited, therefore, to a maximum of four rows with the inner rows
as near te the outer ones as the minimum permissible gage Il g11 will
allow.
For n plates loosely bolted together or not bolted or riveted
at all, each plate would act separately and the torsional constant for
separate action would be
If the pitch is larger than the cri tical pi tch, pI (Eq. 10), there will
be a tendency for the plates to develop separate action in the spaces
between the rivet lines. This question also arises in the case of
a welded girder using in termi tten t welds to connect the component parts
in which case no clamping effect should be assumed between the welds
and pI is simply ~he intermittent weld length.
In Fig. (7a.), along the "clamped" portion pI, the integral torsion
•,,:,,16-
constant, KI , will be used. But along the portion p - pt, each
plate will be assume:i to act separately wi th both "ends" partially
restrained. By nend" is meant the edge of the shaded portion in
Fig. lla, at which location integral action is assumed to begin.
For a solid rectangular plate with middle cross-section remaining
plane during twist, Timoshenko(9) found that the decrease of ¢,
total angie of tWist, resulting from the local constraint is the
same as that correspond4ng to the diminution of the length by the
quantity~Q. ~Q is independent of the length and the value varies
from O.212w to O.195w according to the wit· ratio. The present
problem is somewhat different since, although}.parttaJ.ly restrMnod,
the !lends" of the component parts do not remain completely plane,
but would have approxi.rnatel~r the degree of warping present in the
equivalent solid section. However, as an approxima.t1cm, tho '~I'tmel'i­
tion between KI and KS will be assumed as shovm in Fig. (7), there-
by compensating for the partial restraint effect.
In viow of the approxirna tiona involved, the value of &"'Q. in the
present case will be assumed as O.2b. The equivalent torsional con-
;
stan t along the length p - p t (Fig,' 7b) will be
S'QKr t (p_pl -~Q)K O.2bK" (p_pl - O.2~K = S: I ;IS
SE p_pl
p-p'
for p-p 1 7' O.4b
(13A)
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If p_pt is smaller than O.4b, the torsion constant will be
assumed to vary as shown in Fig. 7c and the equivalent torsion
constant will be
for p-p '(O. 4b
(13B)
•
•.
The overall effective torsion constant Keff along the length
p can be found by using Fig, 7d.
Let ¢p =total anglo of twist over tho length p
¢l : total angle of tWist over the length pI
¢2 =total angle of twist over the length p_pl
By using Eq. (2). we have
¢ :...M... pi
1 K1G
¢2 =.lL-(p_pl)
KSEG:
Then
The average twist per uni t length 0avg will be
eavg :: pMI1{ (K~ - K~) pI +~]
K - Meff - Geavg
. KSE
-le.-.
If p is greater than pi, the force distribution shown in Fig, 50
holds only over the distance pl. wherein integral bOhavior is assumed.
and the maximwn shear stress in this region for a given rivet stress
R is, from Eq. 8:
If the rivet pitch oxceeds p', the calculation of maximum shear
stress mst also be modified outside of the clamped region in rivotod
or bolted members, or between intermittent welds in welded members,
VIi thin the olamped or welded zone the maximum shear stross may be
assumed as
(15a)
If p - p' is greater than O.4b, completely separate action midway
between rivets or weIde implies that the maximum shear stress at
this location is
(15b)
If the plates are not all of the same thickness. t should bo
taken as the thickest of the indiVidual plates.
If P - p' is loss than O.4b the maximum shear stress will be
intermediate betweonIx and~. Assuming a linear relationship
(15c)
Eq. 15 ,is advanced tentatively and it is believed it will givo
conservative strength estimates. Insufficient stress measurements woro
made re€J3,rding the change in stress along the length of the girder to
investigate this item in detail.
..
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Effect of Xtansverse Halos and Stross Concentration:
If a plato containing sovcral opon halos is twisted thoro will
be localized stress concentrations near the holes that can bo calculated
approximatoly in tho plastic rango by availablo formulas (Reforenco 6,
pago 317). If tho plato is one of sovaral comprising a built-up
..
•
- ,
bolted ar riveted girder, tho clamping action of the bolts and rivots,
as woll as tho stross carried through tho heads by plato friction,
will altar tho local stross condition and tend to eliminate tho affect
of tho holo. Furthermoro, as in tho caso of bonding of plato girdors,
initial local yielding in the steel will pormit stross redistribution
and tho holes therefore will havo littlo effoct upon tho genoral be-
havior of tho membor as a wholo•
In the tests to be reported upon, as a limiting case, some of
the plate assemblages were tested With zero or nearly zero bolt tan-
sian. In such cases, the holes would have their maximum effect upon
the torsional stiffness. If was found that a "reduced effective width ll
gave go"(xi agreement wi th test results. The "reduced effective width"
is the average width of a solid plato of identical thickness that
has tho same not volumo of material as is in tho actual pla.to with
holos deducted. For example, in tho caso of a plato of width "w",
haVing lin n rows of holes of diamotor tid II and pitch lip", tho effectivo
wi dth would be
~w ff ::: W -a 4p
..
•
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BOLTED, RIVETED ~D WELDED P!JI.TE GIBDERS
As in the caso of built-up plato sections, whon bolted, riveted,
or welded plato girders are twisted, slip betwoen different parts
may occur. Thorefore, the fabricated girdors may not bo the equiva-
lont of solid sections either in stiffness or in strongth. However,
if sufficient rivots. or bolts having sufficient tension, or adoquate
welds, are used, it is posSiblo to hold the slippage to a minimum
and develop "intergral" bohavior intermediate betweon complete "solid
section ll and "separate" behavior.
Slip Between Different Components:
T'.ae maximum slip botween different components of fabricated
plate girders. if the bolts or rivots are loose, is of comp~~ble
ma.gnitude to that betwoen an~' two plates of similar size, as given
preViously by Eq. (6). In a girder of I-section, if thero aro
two or more cover plates, the maximum slip botween any two cover
plates would be given directly by Eq. (6). In the caso of en angle
connecting flange to wob of a rivetod plato girdor, tho longitudinal
displacemont of the middlo plano of tho angle is determined by the
intogratod effect of tho friction of tho component parts adjacent
to it. The dotermination of such slip on the basis of arbitrary
hypothosos will not Qe treatod herein as it is of academic interost
~nd the obvious objectivQ is to eliminato as muCh slip as possiblo
by moans of bolts, rivets, or wolds.
•.
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Eyaluation of Torsion Constant:
The torsion constant. K, may be determined for rolled sections
by formulas and procedures given in Reference 3, In studying the
test results of built-up girders. it is of interest to compute K
values for the two extreme conditions of llequiValent solid section
behavior ll a.'ld "separate action behaviorll between which the actual
"integral. behavior" will lie,
I
The procedure proposed herein for built-up girders parallels
that discussed previously for the case of built-up plates. Figs.8a
and 8b indicate the nomenclature for girder sections wi th two and
four rows of rivets in the flanges. respectively. The effective
flange width assumed as solid section is the same as that previously
discussed in the case of an assemblage of plates, AS shown by the
shaded areas in Figs. 8a and 8b.
As noted in the case of the single rectangular plate (D:l. ·lla)
there is an "edge loss" - a negative term - in the equation for
the torsion constant. As the Width/thickness ratio increases this
edge loss factor becomes a relatively small item and may be neglected
Without much ~rror. When two or more rectangles are joined together
to form a T or I-section, the torsion constant may be obtained by
summing the contributions of the separate rectangles, using Eqe. lla
or llb, but there is an additional contrihution at the juncture
or junctures of the various parts which has been called the "hump
effect" (Ref.· 3) and which may be evaluated as a function of D4
~igs. 8 ·and 9). In the case of the rolled section there is some
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justification for including both the !ledge loss n and "hump" effects
in eValuating the torsion constant, as has been done for the rolled
I and WFshapes(3,lS), even thougn they tend to offset each other.
In the case of riveted or bolted girdors however, there will aJ.ways
bo some uncertainty as to the behavior, dependent as it is on the
clamping action of the bolts or rivets and suCh refinements are not
justified. It is also desirable to have as simple a formula as will
give an approximatj)on satisfactory for design purposes. This is more
important in the caso of the plate girder than for the rolled section
as in the latter instance sizes are standardized and tables(lS) of
K values are available. In View of these facts both the "hump" and
"edge" effects will be neglected, and tho torsion constant, referring
to Fig. 8 and letting n =cover plates in each flange, will be:
If different parts act separately, ~he torsion constant, neglecting
edge effects will be
(17)
•
For we'lded girders, Fig. 9., the integral torsion constant can
be derived in a similar manner
(18)
If different parts acted separately, with n plates in each nan[';E~
the separate action torsion constant, ES, neglecting the edge offect~~
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would be
(19)
Rivet or bolt pitch. Pr' may be determined by Eq. 9 as developed
for tho case of buil t-up plates. Then' the pi too requi red in the flange
to simultaneously develop allowable worldng rivet shoar (I\v) and max-
imum shear stress due to torsion (tm) will be
if tho permissible shear stress is 12 ksi. Eq. aDa becomes:
_.1\v
Pr(flange) - 3T
F
with the clamping distance requiroment (Eq. 10) that
pi (nange) =.A +TF
(GOa)
Tho maximum torsional shear stross in the vertical logs of tho
angles that connect the web plate to the flango will be less than
that in the flanges by the factor Tw/T:i. hence the pitch required
in those legs is
again, if the permissible shear stress is 12 ksi,
_ T~w
Pr(web) - 3rr;
(21a)
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'iii th the clamping distance requirement that
If the rivet or bolt pitch is larger then tho cri tical valuo
pI tho torsion aonst8Zt.t. should bo roduced. Eqs. (1M), (13B) ,
and (14) for built-up plate case can be applied.
No tests w,ore made in combined bonding and torsion, although
a subsequont invostigption on this subject is now in progress. Pro-
sumably. in combined bending and torsion, the rivet shear produced
by torsion, as givon by Eq. 8, could be combined with tho rivet shear
produced by the overall shear rosultant of the vertical loads. The
combined rivot shear should not exceed tho permissible rivet valuo.
For welded plate girders, the sizes of welds should be such as
to sustain the maximum shearing stress developed in the welds for
solid section behavior. For example, if the size of welds to connect
the flange cover plates is desired. a study of the free bod;jr diagram
of Fig. 4b will indicate that the strength of the welds required is
"t T.",81 lbs per lineal inch, or~ lbs per lineal inch (from Eq. 7).. 4
If e. weld of the size i in. is assumed to have an allowable strength
of 1.25 kips per inch, corresponding to a shear stress of 13.6 ksi
through the minimum weld section, the size of weld can then be de-
termined.
s =TmT:!!,
4.8
For maximum shear stress due to torsion Of~ =12 ksi.
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Th . d' f ld' S. che reqUJ.re Slze 0 we 1S 'a-1n es. If welds connecting the
various cover plates are intermi Uent rather than continuous, Eq.. i3a
or 13b and Eq. 14 may be applied to approximate the effective loss
in torsional rigidity, in whiCh case l' Q weld spacing and pi =length
of weld.
Strength:
When a rolled section is under torsion, the critical shearing
stress will occur along the outer surface of the beam and along the
"
'".-.
fillets where the material is thickest, but in built-up structural
members, the maximwn shear stress may occur somewhere else, especially
around the rivet or bolt heads. However, neglecting these local stresses,
the approximate shear stress can be determined by Eq. 5, with the
change of t to the total thickness T.
The shearing stress is a function of the thickness of the material
and the maximum stress in th~ flange 1'; and in web 1; will be approximat&,·
ly
(2313)
provided the bol t or rivet pi tch be less than 1'1 tor longl tudinoJ. con..
tinUity or in case of a welded girder, provided that welds are contin-
uous.
If the pitch exceeds pI, or if intermittent welds are used. in
a. welded girder, the maximum shear stress in the flange will occur
midway between the lines of rivets or between the intermittent welds,
as tho case may be, and may be calculated by Eq, 15. Eq. 15 probab-
ly gives too conservative an approximation of tho strength but the
problem will be an unusual one because continuous welds should be
used if torsional strength is important.
A plate girder of I-beam shape will not be desirable if torsional
loads are the primary design factor. The usual need for torsional
information will be (1) in connection with lateral instability, where
the tor sional and lateral l!ending stiffnesses are of primary concern,
and (2) in cases where the load on the.girder primarily causes bending
but is eocentrically applied, causing torsion. In tho case of lateral
instability, tho only stress due to torsion at loads below the critical
will be those unpredm~ble amounts caused by unavoidable eccentricities
in load and the maximum shear stross to be oxpected is considerably
less than 12 ksi. Eqs •. 20b and 21b provide an unduly severe rivet pi tch
requiroment in such 8 case and .should be modified by introducing in
Eq. 9 whatever value Oflrm is required by the actual situation, In
cases of combined bonding and torsion, as stated before, the rivet pit::lh
would need to be determined so as to properly transmit the oembined
shear caused by both bonding and torsion,
Illustrative Calculation of Torsion Constant and Strength of Plate
Girder SOQtio~s:
To illustrate the application at the foregoing equations the
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plate .girder sections shown in Fig. 12 and 14 of riveted and welded
members. respectively, will.be used as examples. The numerical results
will not agree exactly with those reported in ,comparison with actual
tests as the latter are based on measured dimensions· of specimens wher'J'
as the following examples wlll make use of the nominal dimensions.
Illustrative Example A: Riveted Plate Girder (Fig. 12)
Using the notation of Fig. 8. the following dimensions are ob-
tained from Fig, 12:
a =39.00 inches tAo =0.625 inches
b =10.00 II tF =0.625 II
c = ,2,00 II tv; : 0.500 II
d : 0.875 11 ~ :: 1.750 . II
e = 4.125 II TF :; 1.850 II
f = 1 •.250 1.1 n =2 cover plates in each
flange.
h =48,50 II
~~e rivet pitch in the flange is 2.625 in. The maximum permissible
pitch pI for longitudinal continuity is assumed to be A.+ TF =~.3~1 ~
1.875 =3~219. hence no reduction in torsion constant is called for,
If the working value of a 7/8 rivet is taken as the AlSO permissible
of 9.02 kips (single shear at 15 kai). Eq. 20b gives the required
flange rivet pitch to develop 12 ksi shear stress:
Pr(flange) - 9.02 =1 603xl.875 •
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Since this is less than the actual pitch of 2.625 in, it is obvious
that 12 ksi shear stress in flange material will not be reached with-
out exceeding the permissible rivet value in single shear. The rnaxi-
mum shear stross in the flange when the permissible, rivet value is
reached will be 1.60;12 =7.31 kal.
2.626
Whether or not· this is too low will depend upon the cause and.
nature of the torsional loads that are expected and. the degree to which
these are combined wi th other loads causing bending. If the problem
is simply one of stability during erection there will be no calculable
amO'Wlt of torsional 'shear and the pitch is probably adaquate.
By Eq. 2lb, the pitch required in the connection between flange
angles and web plato is
P ( ) =1.875x9~02 =1.85 in.r web 3xl.75
This also is smaller than tho pitch of 2.25 in. that was used,
but it is obvious that the pitch used ~n the flange is relatively
more out of line with,optimum requi~ernents and. is. therefore, the
crt tical pi tch•.
The torsion constant for integral behavior is now computed by
substitution in Eq, 16.
XI =~ 1:'.10 % (1.8'15)3 of ~ x 4.125 x (1.750)3 -t 2 x 4 x 2 x (0.625)3
'+ 4(1.25 +1,;5)(0.625)3 t 39 x ~O.500)3 =62,43 in.4
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This is about six timos the torsion constant for separate behavior
of component parts, calculated by Eq. 17, as follows:
(KS is calculatod for illustrative purposes and is not needod for de-
sign when p is less than pI r.
The torsional moment ca.paoity of the girder to develop the calcu-
lated maximum shear stress of 7.31 ksi that occurs in the flange when
the rivets reach their working value in single shear can be calculated
by solving for M in Eq. 23a
, M:: 7.31 x 62.43 =243 kip-inches
1.875
The test results confirm that very nearly linear bOhavior in tor-
sian will bo obtained up to torsional moments greater than. tho calculated
value of 243 kip-inches.
Illustrative Exa,mple 13: Weldod Plate Girder. (Fig•. 14)
Using tho dimonsions obtained from Fig. 14, and tho notation of
Fig. 9,
a =45.75 inchos
b(avg. ) =13.50 II
t:F - 0.625 "-
Tr ... 1.875 "...
tw = 0.500 "
'.
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!!he torsion constant for integral beha.Vior 'is obtained by sub-
ati tuti on of the foregoing in Eq. 18:
Intermi ttont welds wore used in this gii'd9r, hanco tho effoctive
torsion constant must bo calculated by Eq. 14; also the calculation of
KS. by Eq. 19, is noeded:
Tho distance centor to centor of wellis. or "wold pi tch", p. is
12 inchos, and tho a.vorage longth of flange covor plate walis. equiv-
alent to rivet clamping distance, P'. is 6.5 inChes.p - p' =5.5 inches,
whiCh is greater than O.4b =5.4 incbes. honce Eq. l3a applios and the
oquivalent torsion constant along distance p-p' is
KsE =2,7 x 61,23 + (5;5 - 2.7) x 8·50 =34,39 in.4
5.5 .
Then, by Eq. 14, the average effective torsion constant is determined:
K
eff = 34~t~3~9~-_::_~ = 43.03 in.4(1 34.39) 5.51 - . ... 6l.?3 x 12
This example illustrates the value of using continuous welds if
torsional rigidity of welded girders is of importance. Continuity
would effect an increase of more than 40% in the present example.
:By Eq. 22b. the reqUired continuous fillet weld sise for balanc'JC.
torsional strength is 2.5%81,875 =i to the nearest eighth inch.
.t
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The fillet welis connecting the edges of the two top oovar plates
are of 3/16 inch size, 6 inches longo 12 inches c-c hence do not meet
·these requirements. The welds will be assum~d as having a permissible
shear value in kips per linear inch of l.as =1.2xl.5, llSll being the
weld size in eighths. v7i:';nin the welded zone, where fntegral behavior
is assumed, the maximum shear stress in the flange material can be found
by solving Eq. 22a for1rm:
T - 4.e5. =4.8xl.5 =3 84 k ._~ - • Sl.m TF 1.875
The torsional moment corresponding to the foregoing flange shear
stress is found by solVing Eq. lSa for M,
M=~mKI =3.84x6l.23 =125.5 kip-inches
TF 1.875
Since pi is greater than O.4b, the maximum shear stress in the
flange, midway between tho welded zones, is given by Eq. l5b*.
l's =125. 5cP. 625 =9 21 iii ksi
8.50 • •
A1 though this is 2.4 times the ma:ximum shear stress in the
welded zone, it is less than the allowable value of 12 ksi that has
boen assumed in these examples. Hence, the most critically stressed
parts of the girder are the welds, an the basis of which the torsional
moment of 125.5 kip-inches was evaluated. The test girder of which
--------~------~------------------
* Limited stress measurements indicate that the actual stress betwoon
the welds is lower than as given by Eq. 15b. Howevor, the equ.o.tion
is conservative ahd may bo used for design purposes.
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this was an illustrative example showed linear behavior up to torsional
moments of more than twico this amount~
TORSI D:JA.L BEHAVIOR .AJ30VE ~H]} ELil.STIO RANGE
If the torsi onG.].. rr.omen t exceeds the value causing ini tial ;}rielding
of the material, the!'~; i~J a gradual increase of the ~-ielded zone and
the amount of twis~ por unit increment of torsional moment progressivoly
increases. The elastic-plastic behavior of structural matibers in tor-
sion has been treated by Nadai10, Shawll , Hodge12, and others, usually
on the basis of no strain-hardening. Ohangl4 has discussed the plastic
behavior of the specimens tested in this investigation. Because of
tho very large twisting deformations of girder sections at torsional
moments causing initial inelastic behaVior, a prosentation of this
theory is not of practical importance to the design enginoer.
When the angle of twist becomes large, longitudinal f~bers a.way
from the ax~s of twist become helices and tend to shorten in proportion
to tho distance from the twist axis. Henco compressive forcos are in-
duced at the center of the section and tensile forces at the sections
farthe'stremoved from the twist axis. Tho tensile forcos, acting at
tho largest anglo to tho twist axis, havo a torsional componont about
tho a.xis of twist resisting tho applied torsional DOoent. ~o
effect is noglig1~le for small twist anglos but becomes considerablo
in the early stagos of plastic yielding; as a result, torsional momonVl
for complete plastic yielding as computod by the sandhoap analogy(lO)
give too low a value of torsional moment strength for the usual structu"~l
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section. Timoshenko(S)g:tves formulas for the diroct stresses induced
by uniform torsi. on for the thin rectangular section.
'.
and Chang(14) have derived formulas for tho direct stresses induced
during large twist of I-boam sections and Chang presents experimenta.l...
ly determined stresses for the specimens tested for this investi@ationc
These rosul ts are omi ttod from this report as they are not of great
importance to the struotural design engineer.
TEST PROGlW'Ii. ~.PECIMENS.AND TEST APP.aBATUS
As the scale factor in 'bol ted,. r~yeted, ani welded girders may
be important, experimental work on full size specimens was necessary
to verify formulas. ~ble II gives a list of the specimens tested and
the complete test program. For bolted types: different bolt tension,
pitch, and gage lines were used. The details of all tho specimens are
shown in Figs. lO.to 14 inclusive. Space limitations permit presen ta-
tion of only a part of the tost results. For additional data seo
Reference (14).
--------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* Roference 13 came to the author's attention at the completion of
the present investigation.
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I· Spocimen Desig-
I nation
~E II
TEST PROGRAM
Description Rivet Rivet or Bolt Teat Rangplj
or Bolt Tor- E-Ele,stic
Bol t Gauge Lines quo P-Plastic!
Pi too (ft.lb.) \
;
E
E and P
E
190 E
40 E
100 E
150 E
190 E
E
E
E
E
E
E
o
30
70
130
1'70
,
6I1xl/411 P-l-l Single plato, no holos
pls. P-1-2 Singlo plato with halos 4 1/2"
-
Fig. lOA P-1-3 2 plates boltod together 11
P-1-4 II II 11 II 11
P-1-5 11 11 II II II
P-1-6 11 II II 11 11
P-l-'7 II 11 11 11 11
P-l-8 4 platos, no holos
P-l...9 4 plates ~ith halos 4 1/2"
1'-1-10 4 plates bolted togethor II
P-l-ll 4 platos, with holos 2 1/411
P-1-12 4 platos bolt,od togothor 11
P-1-13 II II II II II
P-1-14 11 11
" "
II
P...1-15 II II \I \I II
P-1-16 .4 plates riveted together II
20 IIx5/8 II P-2-l Single plate, no holes
pls. P-2-2 Single plate wi th holes 2 1/4 11
Fig. lOB al t.
P-2-3 2 plates bolted together II 4 outer lines 0
P-2-4 II II II II II n 150
P-2-5 II II II II II II 300
P-2-6 n II II II II 4 inner· lines 300{63!4Ilaltl. at centerP-2-7 II II 11 II r 3002 1/411altat ends
P-2-8 11 II II II 6 3/4"alt II 300
P-2-9 4 plates bolted together 2 1/4 11alt 4 outer 0
lines
P-2-l0 II II II II II II 15
P-2-11 II 11 II II II II 150
P-2-l2 II II " II II II 300
P-2-l3 11 II II II II 4 inner 150
lines
P-2-l4 11 II II II II II 300
E i'J,nd P
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
( '6 3/411altl
1 at centerP-2-l5 11 11 n II II 300
'-- l~;..:....tl~:~:lt. . _ E

iA13LE II COnTINUED
F:
E
300
300
Description
T-5A,-5 II
Specimen Desi~
na.tion
Rivet Rivet or Bolt Test Ran~
or 1301t ~orioo E-Elasti I
Bol t Gauge Lines que P-Plas t.~.
Pi tch (ft.lll) ;
( 2·3/411 ~~ web
8 1{2"at mid -
third flange
{
23/ 4
1t
.j'
web
8 1/2 l1 flange ...
--------------_._----...;-:.....;:~~..;:.;..:..::.:.;..:=.;...:-..---------_._ ..- - -
100 EI
300 E I
100 E
300 F: I
·-·----·----E-a'~u ;-\
E and P
:ill and :P
E and F
2O IIBolted T-5A-4 Bolted
Girder
Fig. 11 3
cov.pls.
50 llBolted T-6A-l Bolted, no stiffeners See Fig.12
Girder T-6.A-2 II II
" "(Fig.12) T-6A.-3 . Bol ted, with stiffeners II
T-6A-4 II II II II
20 llRiveted T-l:B-l Riveted See Fig.ll
Girder T-2:B-l II It
(Fig.ll) T-4:B-l II II
T-5B-l II It
-
" 50 t1Eivoted
Girders
Fig.12 T-6B-l Riveted, with stiffeners See Fig.12
20 ltWelded T-7-1 Welded, no cover pla.1;e
Girder
Fig. 13 T-7-2 Welded, one cover plate
I 50 llWelded T-8-Al .Welded, no cover plate, no ...IFig. 14 stiffeners
I T-8-A,2 Welded, no cover plate, with -
I stiffeners
T-8\131 Welded, 2 cover plates Wi th
stiffeners
Rolled Sec- f9 Beth. Manual, l8''WF77
tions
,
• Design of Specimens:
In general, the specimens were not specifically designed for torsion»
but rather were intended to have proportions usual for plate girders as designed
for normal vertical loa.ds ca.using bending in tho plane of the maximum moment 0:-
inertia. Nearly minimum bolt or rivet pitch was used in many cases, but testJ
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were also made with alternate lines of bolts removed. Space docs
not permit a detailed analysis of the predicted torsional properties
of all the various specimen combinations that were tested and are as
listod in Table II. However, the results of many such analyses are
shoVin by the plotted "thoorotical ll torque-twi st curves in the graphica:>'
ly prosented test results. The procedures of analysis havo boen out-
lined in detail in tho two illust~tive examples which are based on
test Specimens ~6B and TaB.
The AlSO allowable single shear value fer rivets was used in tho
analysis of both the riveted and bolted specimens. The test results
indicated that tho high tensile strength bolts, as used, when tightened
to 300 ft-lb. torque, very nearly simulated the behavior of rivets in
tho elastic range and in the early stages of yielding.
Specimens Pl and P2 (Figs. lOa and lOb) were used to study tho
behavior of bUilt-up plates. Those plates simulate tho fla~ge of a
hoavy girder, from whence comes most of the girderfs stiffness and
strength in torsion.
With one exception, as indicated in Table II, (Test T3A2) tho
bolted girdors wore tested only in the clastic rango, in ordor to study
various combinations of platos, rivat pitch, line and row spacing, etc.
to the best adV&ltage. Then, after the boltod tosts, tho specimons
wore returnod to the Shop for riveting and final testing to failure.
Al though tho rivot pi tch in Spocimens Pl t P2, and Tl to T6 (Figs, ,J..
and 12) is in many cases loss than that for full torsional strongth ru··
qUiroments, the pitch is usually adoquate or nearly adequate to provid.e
'.
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longitudinal continuity. In such a caso full torsional rigidity
shoUld be obtained at low torsional loacs but general inolastic behavior
duo to slip, yield, or both, will start at lower levels than for a
balanced design.
Tho rivets were driven in tho follOWing manner:
1) Equipment used: 50 ton Bull riveter
2) Air pressure used in driving: 100 lbs. gauge pressure
3) Approximate temperature of rivets when driving: l6500F,
(Cherry red)
4) Approximate driving time: 0.05 minutes per rivet
The two welded girders Specimens T7 and T8, are shown in Figs. 13
and 14 and have welds ample for shear stresses that would resul t from
vertical loads causing bending. As shown in Illustrative Example B,
these specimens were underdesigned for pure torsion both for strength
and longitudinal continuity.
Te s t Apparatus:
The torsion testing machine, Fig. 15 (shoW$ng a test in progress),
was designed and constructed at Fritz Laboratory especiallr for this
\
project and has been described elsewhere(l). The torque is applied
by turning an 88 1f diameter rotating head by means of a 4" by 1/4" flat
wire rope, using an old model standard Riehle testing machine as tho
power source. To measure the applied torque accurately, calibrated
aluminum torque tubes of various capacity mounted wi th SR-4 gages are
inserted at one end of the stationary head. The stationary head, in
•-.
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turn, while resisting the applied torque, rests on rollers that permit
longi tudinal movemen t when the spocimen shorte:r:s during the twi. st.
Measurements of deformation were made oy the foll~ling means;
a) strain with S~4 gages, b) the angle of twist with level bars, c)
lengthening and shortening of specimens during twist wi th Ames Dials
and d) the slip between different components of the specimens with
\7hittomore gages.
Adjustable level bar seats were placed at several stations along
tho length of each girder. The difference of tilt angle between two
level bar stations divided b~r the distance between them gives the
angle of twi st per uni t length.
In all tests reported herein, approximately free-end conditions
wore obtained. Torque is applied by ond fixture plates as shown in
Fig. 15. Tho ends are free to warp except for friction forces, which
however, are small in proportion to the forces required to fully re-
strain the section against warping. Local end effects due to the
mam1.0r of appliecation of the torque taper off very ra.pidly. The
centor portion of the girder, therefore, was in a state of uniform
torsion.
TES'.r RESULTS
Physical Tests of lfmterials in Test Specimens:
The tensile properties in every p~~t of each specimen were do~
tormined. Rosul ts are detailed in Reference 14. In general the rna tt);': ,;l,.~.
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met the ASTM Specification requirements for A-7 stoel for bridges or
buildings. In compu.ting theoreticaJ. twists per '¥li t length per uni t
torsional momont. a representative value of shear modulus (G) nas takon
as 11,450 kips par in. 2, to correspond with E =29.500 kips per in. 2
and Poisson's ratio of 0.29.
Bolt and Rivet Tosts:
Tho tonsion in the bol ts was determined as a function of appliod
bol t torque by mounting SR-4 strain gages on tho shank of bol ta in a
special test sho\7ll in Fig. 16. By this means, the strain in tho bolt
can be measured and the tensile force developed in the bolt can be com-
puted for various applied torques. A curvo typical of those tost re-
sUlts is shovm in Fig. 17.
From the known stresses developed in the bolts due to different
wrench torques, the effective coefficient of friction between the plates
or between the bolt head. nut. or washer and plate was found approximate..·
ly by using a set-up similar to that shown in Fig. 18 for a riveted speci-
men. This coefficient depends on the amount. cODpos1tio~ and the conditiul
of dryness of the paint. the roughness of the surface, etc. For ordinary
unpainted structural steel, an average value of 0.25 was obtained. In
Table III the test results are summarized.
Table III - lffective Coefficient of Friction
Total stress
in bolts,
lbs.
.. "'." '-"" _.... ,. --_..." 'I
Average load, Effective I
to start slip coefficient Ii
(double shear of friction ,I
bol t value for
________,__:rri.~~i9.l.l)_~b!!_,_. ..... .,_
Unit stress
devol oped
in bolts.
psi
r------ .....M --.-- --__
I Torque app-
lied by the
torque-,vrench
ft.-lbs.
100
200
300
17,000
35,000
50,000
10.000
21,000
30.000
5.100
10.900
0.24
0.26
0 .. 28
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Tests were made to determine the single shear rivet friction
values for condi tions typical of those used in manufacturing the
test spQcimens (Fig. 18). The test'results for the various conditions
of equipment. air pressure. temper~ture. driving time. etc. are sum-
marized in Table IV. 'lhese specimens aJ.lowed l/Z" slip before coming
to bearing. thus liifferentiating clearly between the two effects. name-..;"
friction and bearing resistance.
Table IV - Rivet Tests
i-..·_··_-_····_·_·~---
Specimen
Driving
Method
---_.._ _ ,
._ .... ~
Equipment
Used
50 ton
bull
riveter
ho.nd gun 50 ton
bull
riveter
50 ton
bull
riveter
50 ton
bull
riveter
Ai r pressure
used in
driving
Approx. Temp.
of rivet when
driving
Approximate
dri ving timo
in minutes
100 psi
Cherry
red
0.05
100 psi
Cherry
red
0.05
80 psi
Oherry
red
0.05
100 psi
Bi:'tght
cherry
red
19000F
0.05
100 psi
Cherry
red
0.25
Load, to start 32,000* 19,000* 20.000*
slip (double 20,000**
shear)
30,500*
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Pivets for specimen T6.
...... Rivets for specimens Tl to T5.
I
_J
Plate Specimens:
These were a preliminary to girder tests and only a representative
selection of test.results are preBented~
6" X 1/4" :Bu.il t-Up Plates (Specimen Pl, Fig. 10)
The 6" x 1/4" plates were pilot tests in a standard 24,000 in-lbs.
torsion testing machine; all other specimens were tested by using the
2,000,000 in-lbs. machine. The effect of bolt tension on both the
strength and stiffness of a stack of four plates is shown in Fig. 19,
wi th the riveted'case included for compari son.
The test resul t of two platea bolted together is almos t identicaJ.
to that of the four plate case and need not be included.
mil x 5/8" Built-Up :elates (Specimen P2. Fig. 10)
Four 20" x 5/8 11 plates bolted together were twisted in the elastic
range only. The effects of.bolt torque and gage line location are
shown in Fig. 20.
The longitudinal slip between plates during twist was also mea'·
sured(14) and was found to depend largely on the bolt torque. The
longitudinal slippage between loosely bolted plates checked very well
wi th theoretical curves determined by Eq. 6.
Four plates riveted together were tested to destruction. Strain
lines appeared on the rivet heads at 240,000 in-lbs. on the plate neaT
the rivet he:lds at 301,000 in ;lbso and in the portion between the two
outer rows of rivets at 326,500 in-lbs. The torque-twist and torque·,
slip curves of the test are shown in Fig. 21.
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Rolled Section (Specimen T9)
One rolled section was tested in order to compare With the bolted,
riveted and welded types and correlate this program With the earlier
Lehigh investigation(3), with which the test results are in good agree~
mente Strain lines first appeared along the fillets at 75,000 in-Ibs.
where stress concentrations occurred due to the sharp curvature of the
fillet. At 86,000 in-lbs. strain lines appeared along the center line
of the flange where the largest lnooribed circlb touches the boundary,
The torque-twist curve is shown in Fig. 22, The moment for the complete-
ly plastic state, assuming no strain-hardening, is also ahown, but it
is noted that even at low un! t twist angle the beam offers a much higher
torsional resistance due to the development of longitudinal normal
stresses (14) •
Bolted Plate Girders
All bolted specimens except T3 were tested in the elastic range
only. Different bolt pitches and bolt torques were used in these tests
to study thei r effects an the s ti fines s of bol ted girders. In tes t T3J:I.2
strain lines appeared around the bolt heads at 117,000 in-lbs. and on
both the flange and web at 210,000 in-lbs. (Fig. 23). At a torque of
about 340,000 in-lbse buckling of the web became noticeable, due to
the flange shortening effect. The to~que-twist curve for specimen T3A2
is compared with that of specimen T4:Bl which. has. the same dimensions
as T3A2 except that it is riveted instead of bolted, (Fig. 11). It
may be noticed that the bolted (300 ft-lbs. bolt torque) and riveted
specimens behave more or less the same in the lower load range, but
that the riveted specimens were relatively stronger in the inelastic
range, after initial slip. Inorder'to accura.tely determine tho torsion
constant "K" of this and other tost specimens the elastic range torque..
twist curves were drawn to a larger scale than that of Fig. 23"
From Eq~ ·2, K is the slope of the torque-twist curve (in the
elas ti c range) divided by G.
The effect of stiffeners on the stiffness of bolted girders was
studied, Fig. 24, in the test of Specimen To, (Fig. 12). The shearing
stress distribution in the bolted specimens was similar to that shown
for the riveted girders in Fig•. 29.
20" Riveted Plate Girders Tests TJ.B to T5B. Fig. 11
20" deep riveted plate girders were tested to failure. The torque·-
twist curve for Test !lB With no cover plates is shown in Fig. 25.
The torqu~twist curve for T2B (one cover plate) is shown in Fig. 26,
. Strain lineS" first appeared on the flange near the riveted heads at
a load of 111,000 in-lbs. at 202,500 in-1bs. strain lines started to
appear on the web.
The torque-twist curve' of T4B with two cover plates is plotted
in Fig. 23 in comparison with that of a similar bolted girder (Specimen
T3A2). The sequence of appearance of strain lines on Specimen T4B
was similar to that of Specimen T2B
As with all other bolted and rivetod specimens, the first strain
lines in Test T5B. with 3 cover plates, appeared on the flango near tL~
rivet heads. At a load of 240,200 in-lbs. the strain lines started
•..
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to appear on the riveted hends themselves. Strain lines appeared on
the web'when tho load reached 298,000 in-lbs, as shown in Fig. 27.
The torque-twi.st curve is shown "in Fig. 28 •
Shear stress distribution at certain loads is shown for all the
20" riveted gi rders (TlJ3. T2J3, T4J3 and T5J3) in Fig. 29 and longi. tudir:.c::'.
slip in Fig. 30.
50" Riveted Girder with Two Cover Plates (Specimen T6J3. Fig. 12)
The 50" deep riveted plate girder with stiffeners was tested to
failure, tho torque-twist curve being shown in Fig. 31. ~o first strair
line appeared at the flange near the rivet heads at 750,000 in-lbs. and
thon progrossed along the flange between tho two rows of rivots~ This
agrees with tho assumption made in evaluating the integral action tor-
sion constant, i~e.,that the portion between rivet lines acts as a
solid section. Fig. 32 shows the strain line pattern after twist, a
maximum load of 1,340,000 in-lbs. having boon applied to the specimen.
The strain lines on tho web indicate the buckling that occurred. Fig, 33
shows tho shoar stress distribution at 750,000 in-lbs. torque.
20" Welded Girder (Specimen '1'7-2. Fig. 20)
This specimen was first tested in the elastic range with no cover
plate ('1'7-1). then tested to destruction with one cover plate on each
flange ('1'7-2). Fig. 34 is the torque-twist curve for the latter testa
~e shear stress distribution at 82,000 in-lbs. is shown in Fig. 35.
90" Welded Plate Girder (Specimen TB-3, Fig. 14)
A 50" welded plate girder wi th no COver plate was first tested in
the ela.stic range With and without stiffeners (Teste. TB-l and TB-Z).
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The girder with stiffeners and with two cover plates added to each
flange was then tested to failure, the torque-twtst curve, being shown
in Fig. 36. Good agreement is noted between the theoretical K val ue
(Keff by Eq. 14) and the test results. The maximum loa.d applied was
940,000 in-1bs. ~t 519,000 in-1bs. strain lines first appeared along
the inward side of the flange. At 639,000 in-1bs. load, strain lines
appeared on both the flange and the web. The buckling of the web be-
came very apparent at a load of 710,000 in-1bs. At 930,000 in-lbs.
load. the welds connecting the cover plates started to break with a cor-
responding rapid increase in angle of twist.
The shear stress distribution at 452,000 in-lbs. is shawn in
Fig. 35 for a location within the zone of the intermittent welds. The
flange stresses are lower than the theoretical while the web stresses
are higher, indicating the possibility that in this region of the girder
the shape of the section was not being maintained and the flanges were
tWisting less than the web. Several shear stress measurements were
made between the intermi tten t welds, but not exactly midway. These
stresses averaged about 1.5 times the stress in the welded zone. The
apprn'ime.te stress midway botrreen welds by the tentatively proposed
Eq. 15 would be 2.4 times the stress in the welded zone (See Illustrativ.]
Example B) •.
DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
Stiffness of Built-Up Plates and Ple,te Girders:
The test results aro campared with the proposed torsion constant
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formula in ~ble V. The equation for KI • neglecting both the hump
and edge effects. gives reasonably,good agreement with test re-
sults in both the bolted and riveted cases. For Specimen TlB.
K(S) (separate action) is the same as K(I) (integral action)
because this girder is without cover plate and has only one row
of rivets connecting the flange and the, web.
~s shown in Col. 6, in the case of the riveted or welded
girders. tho K evaluated by formula was never more than 9% less
than that determined by actual test.
Strength of BUilt-Up Plates and Plate Girders:
For structural members used in common practice. a unit twist
of about 0.00006 radians per inch might be allowable. The tor-
sional moments which will cause a permanent set of 0.00006 radians
per inch are tabulated 1n Col. 7 of !I8ble VI. defining thereby
the approximato range of 1inear behavior and affording an arbi-
trary basis of strength comparison.
The torque-twis't curves in the riveted and bol ted girder
tests start to bend before {max reaches the yield point in pure
shear, the reverse being true for the rolled section and the welded
girders.
The torque-twist curves for unloading are nearly straight lines
approximately parallel to the initial straight portion of the torque-
twist curve.
In Table VI. Col. 3 gives tho shear yield of the ma.terial as
calculated from tensile coupon tests for the various spocimens.
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TABLE - V
TORSION OONSWT "KII BY EXPERIMENT .iOO) FOBMUL.!\ II I
J I, (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1-- -IKS
• I Specimens Desig- Separate K1 K ffi I1I nation Action By Test IIt-.._-_. I
!
Bolted Specimens (7/8" Bolts at 300 ft-1bs. Bolt Torque)
Two P2-5 3.13 11.28 10.70 0.95
2O"x5/8"pls.
Four P2-l2 6.27 85.60 83.80 0.98
2O Ilx5/8"p1s.
20 11 x9 11 Girder. T2I.\.-3 1.94 5.75 7.42 1.29
1 cov.pl.
2O"x9"Girder. T3.a-2 2.28 10.36 10.65 1.03
2 cov.p1s.
20 1lx9 1l Girder TM.-3 2.43 18.65 15.43 00 83
. .
3 cov.pls.
50"x14"Girdor T6A.-4 10.22 64.92 59.60 0.92
•
2 cov.p1e •
Riveted Specimens (7/8 11 Diameter Rivets)
Four P2-19 6.27 67.25 61.10 0.91
2O IIx5/8 Ilp1s.
20 "x9"Girder , T1B-1 .1.56 1.56 1.86 1.19
no cov.pl.
0.93
0.963.83
12.20
17.40
43.40
10.362.28
8.01
T9-1
T4B-·l
18WF77
20 "x911 Girder.
1 cov.pl.
20 "x9"Gil'der,
2 cov"pl.
I
I
I
! 20 "x9 I1 Girdor, T5J3..·1
I 3 cov.pl"I -. . I
1_50;~:~~~~;tCGir~:;:2and RO:;~:~5~~tion~3~lO ~~~~~
i 20"x9 11 Girdor T7:B-,1 2.34 5.40 6.35 1.18 I
I 50 IIxl4 II Girder T8:B,...1
I
c,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* Includes "humpll and lIand-1oss" affects(3).
i Specimens Desig-I nations
I
I
- BoTIed(7!811 Bolts at 300 ft-1bs.
2O IIx9"Girder. 2 cov.pl. T3.::l.-2
(1) (2)
T.8.BLE - VI
TORSIONAL STBENGJrH OF PLATE GIF.DERS
(3) (4) . (5) (6)
-----
\y* Ini tial Yield Moment in-kips
ksi by Eg.5 by by
My::KTy* Strain Strain
T Lines Gages
bolt torque)
20.9 174 117 118
(7) (8) (9)(10)
Moment in-kips ill (6).J1l
at 0~00006 Rc.ti.o (4) (4) (4)
Bad/in
permanent
se,-=:t _
Riveted (7/8" rivets)
20 IIx9 11 Gird.er, no covo p1 .. TlJ3-1 20.7 65 82 70 1026 LOB
20"x9"Girdel' t 1 cov.p1. T2J3-1 21.1 140 111 124 56 0.,79 0 .. 89 0.40
20"x9"Girder, 2 cov.p1. T41l-1 0.91 0.91 0.35 J20.8 173 158 157 60 ~
·1
t.O
- 20 1I x9 lJ Girder, 3 cov.p1. IT5B-l 21.1 242 168 198 100 0.69 0 .. 82 0.41
50 1lxl411Girder g 2 cov..p1. TGB-1 21.7 738 750 750 530 1.02 1u02 0.72
Welded
[~ 20"x9 11 Girder T7B-1 19.8 77 138 J.38 100 L'?9 J.:?9 1,30501Ixl411C.~rder T8B-1 20.5 266 519 581 480 L 95 2 I. e L SO
Rolled
1811WF77 1bs. T9-1 19.4 86 86 86 98 1~00 LOO L14
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------
*\y ::I 0.58Qy (0;, based on tensile tests of actual material.)
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By using Eq. 5 and the material coupon strength, the torsional
moment at initial yield can be predicted (M =KJi).In Table VI,
Col. 4, these moments for all the plate girders are listede The
moments at the initial yield as indicatod by strain lines (Col. 5) nne
as indicated by Strain gages (Col. 6) are also tabulated for compari~.
son. Cols. 8 and 9 show the relationship of these moments to those
predicted by the tensile coupon tests and Eq. 5. ~lO initial yield
torsional moments by strain lines and strain gr.ges are almost tho
samo in most of tho tests.
Col. 7 lists the torsional moment at on arbitzary degree of
permanent twist, 0.00006 radians per inch. By Col. 10 it is seen
that for bolted and riveted girders this amount of set develops at
35 to 72 percent of the moment predicted by Eq. 5 for initial yield,
as listed in Cole Go This is due to two factors; (1) the rivet or
bolt pitch used was usually greater than that required by Eq. 9,
and (2) the working value of rivets as permitted b,y AISC is very
close to the rivet loads that cause initial slip. Cols. 8 and 9
show that (omi tUng Test TlB-l) actual yield occurred at moment loads
varying from 67 to 102 percent of that predicted by Eq. 5, early
rivet or bolt slip undoubtedly being a contributing factor to the
higher than predicted shear stresses. Test TlB-l showed different
behavior from the. other rivoted or bolted specimens, the slopo of
the torque twist curve increas~ng initialy With increase of moment.
Appr\rently behavior is initially very nearly that of separate action, .
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as assumlJd, but the interfaces between flanga angles and web plate
m~Y'devolop greater friction due to binding as twist devolops, thus
approaching partial integral behavior.
The welded girders exhibited quite different behavior from the
riveted or bolted specimens, as shown by the comparisons in Cols. 8p
9 and 10 of Table VI. The calculated values of moment at ini tiaJ.
yield, Col. 4, are based on separate action, because of the fact
tho.t the Yields are intermi t ten t and spaced at a di stance of more thor..
0.4b apart (See Illustrative Example B). This is proba..bly an over-
conservative approximat:ilbn. Better E'.greoment between theory and
test would probably have been obtained had fully continuous welds
been used and these should be co.lliod for if maximum available tor-
sional strength is required. The behavior of these weldod.girders,
underdesigned as they were for torsion, shows their marked superiority
to similar riveted girders.
The rolled section exhibited excellent agreement between theory
and tost, as might bo expected, since in this case lIintegral bohavior ll
is inhorent in tho section and not something that is approximately
brought about by rivets or welds. Similar agreement should be ob-
tained for welded girdors with fully continuous wolds of adoquate
strength intorconnecting tho edgos of all cover plates.
For the shear stress distribution on surface of flange and web,
the tes t resul ts show that the integral torsion constan t KI' neglect:.ng
both the hump and edge effects, used in Eq. 5 gives fairly good agr6~r. .1~<
(Figs, 29, 33 and 35). See also IITest Results,II, final paragraph, for
.'
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a discussion of the shear distribution in Specimen T8B~l
V.tUU OUS FACTORS AFFECTING THE TORSIOUAL BEHAVIOR
OF BUILT~~UJ? STRUCTURi.I.L MmM:BERS
Tension in Bolts:
From Table III. it 1s seen that the bolt tension directly affects
the bol t values in friction. The bolt values in frictim. in tum
are required to supply the longitudinal shearing stresses in tho in-
terface Fig. 5c, over the length p. Slip between different componen ts
vdll occur if the resultant of the latter stresses is larger than
the bolt value in friction. ~lerefore. in a given dosign. the ten-
sian in bolts will determine at what torsional moment appreciable
slip will occur and the corresponding departure from straight-line
relationship in the torque-twist curve. i.e. Sea Fig. 20.
Method of2tl.!.!ng Rivets:
Tho rivot value in friction varies with the method of driving.
(Table IV). If this value is too low, slip may occur very ~~rly.
Test resuJ. ts indicate that the 7/8 11 rivots driven by ordinary shop
practice co~('resp()nd to 7/8" high strength bol ts tigilt.e~led to 300 ft-lbflo
Gage Line Locations of Bolts and Rivets:
In oval'l:',atiag the integral .~ct1on torsion const2J1t. the assembJ.a;,~;C·
botween the ml"~e:..· rOVI"S :>f rivets or bolts is assumed to act as an
equivaler.t. 50E6 iE.'c·~ion. This assumption agrees very well with the
tost resu1~s. T-~orefero, the ~ge line location of bolts and rivets
.'
..
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affects both the strength ana stiffness of built-up members. If
possible, the rivet (or bolt) lines should be located near the edge
of the assemblage in order to obtain a. stronge~ and stiffer membere
Fig. 20 gives test results on the effect of location of bolt or rivet
gage lines.
Pitch of Rivets or BQ.:1.tf!:
The effect of rivet and bolt pitch on the stiffness and strength
of built-up structural members has been approxirrately evaluated.
If the pitch is larger than p' =.A. +T, the pitch required for longi...,
tudinal continuityp the torsional constant K will be reduced according
to lilqa•. 13_ and 14 and the maximum shear stress will be increased in
comparison wi th full integral behaVior. Likewise, the torsion con-
stant is reduced and the shear stress raised if intermittent welds
are ~sed in wel~cd girders.
Stiffeners:
Stiffeners have 11 ttle effect on tho strength and stiffness of
buil t-up members un.dm~ uniform torsion in the el'-lstic range. Tho
riveted girders with ~tiffeners are somewhat stiffer than those Without
stiffeners, (riga 24)0 The effect of stiffoners on welded girders
is not appreciablo o .An important function of stiffeners is to tie
the flange and web together in deop g1.rclers to assure that they
(the flange and tho web) will twist through the same angle. In other
words, the stiffenors serve to maintain the shape of the cross-secti0n.
an import~nt function at points of torsional load appiication.
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1. Equations for evaluating the torsion ty'n!:!tant of built~·up plates
and plate girders a:-e developed and iJ.::'t"..g·~ra..~ive examples presented"
Eqs. 11, 16 and 18 for built-up plates: riveted and bolted plate
girders, and w~ldod plate girders, ~cspectively~ are recommendod
for practical dOJign purposeso
2. '!he pitch of rivets or bol ts affect~ both the stiffness and strong'th
of built-up structu~al members in torsion. For strength the pitc~
should bo designed by using Eq. (9) and for longi tudinal contin~....
ui ty the pi tch should not be greator than pI :: A +T (Eq. 10).
If larger pitch than p' is used; tho torsion con~tant should be
calculated by Eqs. 13 and 14 and shear stress computed by Eq. 15.
3. The reduced strength and stiffness of welded girders with inter-
mittent welds may be evaluated in a manner similar to that for
riveted girders having a pitch greater than pi (See item 2). p' in
this case corresponding to the length of the individual weld.
4. Tho typical shear stress distributions in bolted and riveted
plate girders vnd0r torsion are shown in Figs. 29. 33. and 350
The maximum shear stress in the girdor sections tested occurs
in the fillet between flange and web ~ the next highost in the
flange near tho rivet (or bolt) head~ The stress concentrations
in tho fillets have li ttle effcc'c 0:1 t:ho o'vo:-all torsional bohavio~e
Eq. 5 if: in good agreement with Ilieasu:-od shear stresses in the
flange and web away from thefillsts o
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5. The slip between different components of the built~up members under
torsion is discussed8 Eq. 6 determines tho amount of slip be-
tween the corners of loosely boltod 0uilt-up plates8
60 Tho tightness of bolts or tho mothod of driving rivets detorminos
at what torsional moment slip will occur and the torque-twist curV0
depart from tho straight line relationship.
7. Stiffoners in deep riveted plate girders increase the torsional
stiffnoss somewhat and may bo requirod in doep girders to main~
tain the shape of the eross-section•
,.
,.
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FIG.33 SHEARING STRESS DISTRIBUTION AT LOAD OF
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